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RESEARCH

JOINTLYCONSTRAINEDBICONVEXPROGRAMMING*
FAIZ A. AL-KHAYYALtt AND JAMES E. FALK? #
This paper presents a branch-and-bound algorithm for minimizing the sum of a convex
function in x, a convex function in y and a bilinear term in x andy over a closed set. Such an
objective function is called biconvex with biconcave functions similarly defined. The feasible
region of this model permits joint constraints in x and y to be expressed. The bilinear
programming problem becomes a special case of the problem addressed in this paper. We
prove that the minimum of a biconcave function over a nonempty compact set occurs at a
boundary point of the set and not necessarily an extreme point. The algorithm is proven to
converge to a global solution of the nonconvex program. We discuss extensions of the general
model and computational experience in solving jointly constrained bilinear programs, for
which the algorithm has been implemented.

Introduction. One of the most persistently difficult and recurring nonconvex problems in mathematical programming is the bilinear program, whose general form is
minimize c x + x Ay + d y
(X,y)
subject to x EX,y E Y

(1)

where c and d are given vectors, A is a given p X q matrix, and X and Y are given
polyhedra in _SP and _q, respectively.
Mills [15], Mangasarian [12], Mangasarian and Stone [13], and Altman [1] studied
the problem as formulated in the bimatrix game context. Solution procedures were
either locally convergent (e.g., [1], [2]) or completely enumerative (e.g., [13]).
Cabot and Francis [2] proposed an extreme point ranking procedure for the
solution. Konno, in a series of papers [9]-[11], develops a cutting plane approach
designed to converge locally, and in a finite number of steps to an e-optimal solution.
By taking the partial dual of (1) with respect to y, the problem becomes a min-max
problem wherein the constraint region available to the "inside optimizer" (i.e., the
maximizer) is determined by the selection of the "outside optimizer's" (i.e., the minimizer over X) move. Falk [4] addressed this formulation and proposed a branch-andbound solution procedure. Vaish and Shetty developed two finite procedures: one
involving the extension of Tui's method of "polyhedral annexation" [20] and the other
being a cutting plane procedure employing polar cuts [21]. Subsequently, Sherali and
Shetty [18] improved the latter procedure by incorporating disjunctive face cuts.
Finally, Gallo and Ulkiicii [7] addressed the min-max formulation by developing a
cutting plane approach in connection with Tui's method.
Applications of the bilinear programming problem include constrained bimatrix
games, dynamic Markovian assignment problems, multicommodity network flow
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problems and certain dynamic production problems. Konno [10] discusses a host of
applied problems which can be formulated as bilinear programs.
In this paper, we describe a new approach to the problem which is guaranteed to
converge to a global solution. The method is capable of solving a wider class of
problems than addressed above. We prove convergence and discuss extensions of the
general model. Finally, some computational experience is presented.
The problem. The specific problem addressed herein has the form
min +(x, y) = f(x) + x i + g(y)

(xiy)

subject to (x, y) E S n s,
where:
(a) f and g are convex over S n 02;
(b) S is a closed, convex set; and
x < L,m < y < M}
(c) 2= {(x,y):l<
We shall refer to this as Problem 7.
Immediate extensions of the problem are obvious. For example, a term of the form
x TAycan be transformed into x Tz if the (linear) constraint z = Ay is included among
those defining S, and if the bounds nj= min{(Ay)j: m < y < M} and Nj =
max((Ay)j: m < y < M} replace the bounds on y in defining Q. Also, a sum such as
E cixjy is easily transformed to the form required in Problem Y. Note that this
problem is not convex and, even though each term x1yi of x TYis quasiconvex, proper
local solutions are possible. For example, the simple problem min{xy: - 1 < x < 2,
-2 < y < 3) has local solutions at (- 1,3) and (2, -2).
The set S allows for joint constraints on (x, y), and hence we are addressing a
problem of more generality than the traditional bilinear program, even when we
restrictf and g above to be linear functions. The traditional bilinear program (having
form (1)) will possess a solution at an extreme point (see, e.g., Falk [4]), but this
property is lost in the jointly constrained case. For example, the problem
minimize

- x + xy -- v

(x, y)

subject to

-

6x + 8vy< 3,
3x -

< 3,

0 < x, y < 5
has a solution (7/16, 1/2) at a point which is not among the extreme points of its
feasible region, and the extreme points of this problem are not solutions.
While a jointly constrained bilinear program may possess nonvertex solutions, we
can show that such problems must have boundary solutions. We shall prove this in a
somewhat more general context, by assuming the objective function is "jointly concave" and the feasible region is compact.
THEOREM1. Let +(x, y) be a continuousfunction defined over the nonemptycompact
set S, and assume that the functions rp(, y) and p(x, -) are both concavefunctions. Then
the problem min{4t(x, y): (x, y) E S } has a solution on aS, the boundaryof S.
PROOF. Assume that this problem has a solution (X, ) E int S. Let (x*, y*) denote
a point on S which minimizes the Euclidean distance between a3S and (x, y), and let
d* denote this minimum distance.
Let (s,t) = 2(x,y) - (x*, ,*), so that (x, v) is the midpoint of the line segment
joining (s,t) and (x*, y*). Note that (s,t) is feasible.
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We have
?~(x,y) = z(?l (x*, y*) + 1(s, t))
I
>?(x*,
(s,? Y* + It)
y* + It) +
y*) + +(x*,t) + K(s,y*) +

> [.4(x*,

t)].
O(s,

But (x, y) is a solutionso that
?(x,, ) S<min{(x*,

y*), (x*, t), (s, y*), ?(s,t)}

which implies
+(x, y) < I [+(x*, y*) + 4(x*, t) + k(s, y*) + 0(s, t)].
Hence
+(x, y) = O(x*, y*)
and (x*, y*) E aS must be a solution of the problem.
The algorithm. Since Problem ~ is nonconvex, any algorithm designed to solve it
must take into account the behavior of q over the entire feasible region S nl U. We
shall develop a branch-and-bound scheme to meet this requirement. The method is
patterned after the general scheme of Falk and Soland [5] although the results of this
reference cannot directly apply here, as we are dealing with a nonseparable objective
function.
We shall employ convex envelopes to obtain the bounds required. The convex
envelopeof a function f over [2 is the pointwise supremum of all convex functions which
underestimate f over f2 (see [3]), and will be denoted here by Vexnf(x).
Since
n

XSn

Ve

xi =
xyy
i=l

1

=i

Vexx
Vexx
i

where 2= {(x, y):l < x < L,m < y < M}, and i = {(xi, yi): li < xi < Li,mi < y
< M/}, it suffices to compute Vexfx/yi. In order to simplify the notation, we will
temporarily drop the subscripts on the quantities xyi, li, Li, mi and Mi, and compute
Vexaxy where x and y are now real variables, as opposed to vectors.
2. Let
THEOREM
Then

= l{ < x < L,m < y < M} C _S2.

Vexexy = max{ mx + ly - lm, Mx + Ly - LM }.
PROOF. The convex envelope of a function f over 52may be equivalently defined as
the pointwise supremum of all linear functions which underestimate f over f2. Since
x - I > 0 and y - m > 0, it follows that
xy > mx + ly - lm
so tfat 11(x,y) = mx + ly - lm underestimates xy over U2.Likewise 12(x,y) = Mx +
Ly - LM underestimates xy over U. Hence
#(x, y) = max{ 1,(x, y), 12(x,y)}
underestimates xy over Q2.Note that 0 is convex.
Also, simple computation shows that O(x, y) agrees with xy at the four extreme
points of the rectangle 2, i.e., max{ 1(x, y), 12(x,y)} = xy at the corners of 02.
If 0 were not the convex envelope of xy over 2, there would be a third linear
function 13(x, y) such that max( l(x, y), 12(x&,
y)} < 13(x, y9)< xy for some (x, y9)E Q.
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But 13 must also underestimate xy at the corners of 2, so 13(xc, y) < x^ yc for each
corner (xc, yc) of Q. This implies that 13(x,y) max{ l(x, y),12(x, y)} which is a
contradiction.
The following related result, proven easily by direct computation, is useful in the
algorithm to be developed.
THEOREM 3.

Under the assumptionsof the previous theorem
Vex1xy = xy

for all (x, y) E au2.
The above two results directly imply the next corollary.
COROLLARY.

If x, y E qn
:1 < x < L,m < y < M},

Q2=t(x,y)

and

ui = { (Xi Yi) :1 < Xi < Li ,m < Yi < Mi},

then
n

Vexux Tv = ~ Vexu2xiyi

and x

= Vexux Ty for all (x, y) E a0.

Let
(x, y) = f(x) + x y + g(y)
where f and g are convex functions over {x : < x < L} and {y: m <
respectively. Let
'(x, y) = f(x) +

Vexx Ty+

< M},

g(y).

Note that 1 is a convex underestimator of 0, and furthermore, agrees with o on a0.
We are now in a position to describe the algorithm. Based on the branch-and-bound
At stage k, there
philosophy, the method proceeds as a sequence of stages 1, 2, 3, ...
is a continuous function k (x, y), which underestimates the original objective function
4 over U2.A point (x k, yk) is determined as the (global) solution of the problem
minimize

#k(x)

(Problem

subject to (x, y) E S n 0
so that the optimal value Vk = 4k(xk, yk) serves as a lower bound on the desired value
v* of problem J.
The point (xk, yk) is feasible to problem #, so that the value Vk = p(Xk, yk) serves
as an upper bound on v*.
At stage k, the hyperrectangle Q2will be partitioned into a set of hyperrectangles
2kj= {(x,y)

: lk" < x < Lk",mk < y < Mk }.

The (convex) functions
?kI(x, y)

underestimate p over

2ki,

=

f(x) + Vex,kx Ty+ g(y)

and make up the stage function 4k according to the rule

k(x, y) =

A

i(x, y)

if

(x, y) E Qk.
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Becauseeach of the functions41kj agreeswith 4 along the boundary of Oki, the above
functionis well definedfor all (x, y) E S1,includingthose points which may lie on the
boundariesof two or more of the sets 2kj.
Associatedwith each 4kj and Oki at stage k, thereis a convex program
minimize

p ki(x, *y)
7/v

subjectto (x, y) E S n
and (xkj,
value.

ykI)

(Problem

k)

Oki

will denote a solution of this problem,with vkj denoting the optimal

The stage value vk is related to the value vkj by
vk = min{vkj}

and (xk, yk) is any one of the points (xkj, ykj) which yields the value vk.
Stage 1 consists of problem -Fl, with 4l(x, y) defined above. Solving the convex
program S'1 yields
V1 < V* < V1.

Obviously, if equality prevails throughout, (x1, y1) solves g and we are done.
If v1 < VI, then we must have
Vex2(xl) yl < (1) Ty,
i.e.,
maxt mix1 + liyi - limi, Mixil + Lyi' LiM ) < x}yi

for some i. We choose an I which producesthe largest differencebetween the two
sides of the above inequality, and split the Ith rectangle into four subrectangles
accordingto the ruleillustratedin Figure 1.
23 and
The resultof this splittingservesto set up four new subproblems, 21, g22,
24 for Stage 2. These problemsmay best be describedin terms of the regions f2J
which define them:
02j=

(x, y) :12j < x < L2J,m2 < y < M2j }

where
(l2, Li2, m

M2 ) = (li, Li, mi, Mi )

(,1 i,MI)

if i 7I,

(Li,Ml)

n23

n24
(x ,y )

21

22
(Li, mI)

((,l,ml) .
FIGURE1. Splitting 21 at stage 1.
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and
2 M'

(i122L,

)==

(/122 L2 m22 M22
(\23

(1L24,

).

'

=

4
m24,
(,,M4, )

=

M23

,),

) = (x, L,m,,
y,
)

LL2m3

(,x' m,X

(x], LI,
X,I

M, ),
M ).

for i - I, and Q2j are defined as in Figure 1, numbering
That is, all Q2 =
-,
counterclockwise starting with the lower left-hand subrectangle of Ql.
Note that each of the problems 2i is feasible since (x1, yI) E S n 22i for each y.
Moreover, by the construction of 42j, we have ?~(xj1, 1) < 2i (x1, yl) and hence
(X, y)

K

x,
)(X?

<

(x

).

Solving each of the four convex problems j2/ in turn yields a point (x2, y2) with lower
bound v2 and upper bound V2 for Stage 2. To be consistent with future notation, we
shall define the best lower bound v7f= v2 and the best upperbound V2 = min{ V, V2}.
Clearly,
V<

V< V* < V2 <

v.

If vb = V1-,we are done, with the solution (x*, y*) of problem J being that (x2j, y21)
which yields this common value.
At this point we have shown how to define Stage 1, and, from that, set up Stage 2.
In general, we must show how to proceed from Stage k to Stage (k + 1).
It is convenient, at this point, to refer to a Branch-and-Bound Tree. Figure 2
illustrates a typical case, wherein the nodes of the tree correspond to subproblems y2k.
In any implementation of the method, information describing the problems .kj
must be stored. As in any branch-and-bound procedure, the number of problems
stored can become excessive. Note, however, that any subproblems Pkj from which
branching has taken place need not be stored, as the subproblems created from kji
more accurately estimate the original problem A than does ~ kj. Nodes from which no
branching has yet taken place at stage k are termed open. There are ten open nodes in
Figure 2 in Stage 4.
Note, also, that any open node i O for which v'J > Vbkat Stage k can be dismissed
from further consideration (erased from storage), since the lower bound associated

Best Bounds

Cp1

(p4 1

FIGURE 2.

p1~1

7~=

v \

.;(*2

A branch-and-bound tree at stage 4.

\

Vb

vb

Vb

3

3
v2
Vb

4V

Vb
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with such a node promisesno improvementover the feasiblepoint which yielded the
value Vk.

The functions/J{, which correspondto open nodes at Stage k, collectivelymake up
the stage function4 k.
The best lower bound at Stage k is definedby
Vk

= min{ v" : node (1, j) is open at Stagek}.

The best upperbound at Stage k is definedby
kV=

mint Vl : I= 1,...,

k}

and may be expressedrecursivelyas
V = min{ V-1,

Vl,

Vk2, Vk3, Vk4}.

Moving from Stage k to Stage (k + 1) involves the selection of an open node at
Stage k, and the creationof four new nodes from that selectednode.
Selectionof a branchingnode is accomplishedby means of the Best BoundRule:
To move from Stagek to Stagek + 1, selectan open node whose
lowerbound v Yequalsv .
The creation of the four new nodes from the selected node proceeds in the same
24 were created from e '.
manner as ~ 21, .,
It follows, immediatelyfrom the above definitions,that
<

< *** <

* < ***

< vl,

i.e., the best lower bounds increasetowardsv*, while the best upperbounds decrease
towardsv*. It remainsto show that the procedureconvergesto a global solution.
Convergenceproof. In this sectiononly, we will dropthe functionsf and g from the
definitions of q and

4 k,

i.e., we set
n

?(Xx,y)=

Xy=

Xi,.
i= 1

There is clearly no loss of generalityin this simplification,since both
includedthe common termsf and g.
We have by construction
4k(x, y) < O(x, y)

4k

and 4

for all (x, y) EQ

where 14k is piecewise convex and continuous over 2.

Moreover, {t4k) is an increasingsequence of functions, bounded above by the
continuous function 4,. Thus {4k)} convergespointwiseto some functionAi:
lim

k--oo

=
k(x, y) 4-(x,

y) < +)(x, y).

Now let {(xk, yk,)} convergeto (x, y) where t = 1,2, .... We may assumekI = 1.
Each (x k, y k) is a memberof some set QkJ,whichwe will label Uk(t). Now at least one
of the sets Ok,+',j (j indexing the active nodes at stage kt + 1)1 contains an infinite
numberof membersof {(x k, yk )). Supposewe choose one of these, and let k,+l be
To simplify the notation in the proof, it is convenient at this point to letj in the ordered superscript pair
(k, j) be an index for the open nodes at stage k. For example, at stage k = 4 in Figure 2, all the open nodes
can be arbitrarily relabelled P4j withj varying from 1 to 10. There is no loss in generality by performing this
relabelling at every stage.
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the smallest integer larger than k, such that (xk'+,, y k+l) lies in the chosen set. In this
way, we can assume that the sequence ((x k, yk')E T is associated with a nested
sequence of sets {( k(t) }e T, i.e.,
.k(2) D

Q = Qk( 1) D

..

Clearly,
^k(t,
(X,^)En
eT

and
i,

='

mL
limTl ('t < xi < lim

m, -lim

t ET

( -

,

m (t) < yi < limTMik(t) ' M
teT

for each i.
Moreover, we must have:
or xj
L/=

either4l = x
and

= MI

or

either j =y,

for some I, or otherwise we could not have {(x k, ykt)} converging to (x, y).
Now suppose

i<X 5<

i;

and
for some i.

iii < Yi,< M
Then

x kt
lik(t) <
< Lik(t)

and
mik(t) < yik, < Mk(t)

for this i and t sufficiently large. But
xlykik, -

Vexoxiky

<

XQ)ky(k) - Vex

kx'y

k

where I(t) is the index on which branching takes place at stage kt. In particular, I(t)
equals the above-mentioned I for infinitely many t. Hence, the right-hand side of this
last inequality goes to 0 as t -> oo, which yields the result
(x,)lim

= lim Vexk(,aok
(
Yk')
k(Xk,

C-k)

assuming this limit exists.
We will show that the limit exists by proving that the pointwise limit is continuous.
This will be established by proving that the sequence ({k } is equicontinuous (cf. [17]).
In a related paper by Horst [8], equicontinuity of a sequence of estimating functions is
assumed to hold, with convergence thereby assured.
Recall that
n

.k(x, y) = Vex,x 'y =Vex?x/y
~
VexukxTy~~Ve=
1kj

kj

if (x, y)

E

.
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For notationalconvenience,let
Hk

(xi, Yi) = Vexulx/yi,

hik(xi, Yi) = m,kjxi+ l

ijyi-

lJim,ik,

and
h. (xii, Yi) = MikJxi + L,kiyi - LJMikj,

so that
n

(x, Y) =

n

= 2
(xi yi)

H
i=I

max { hA(xi, yi),
h,(xi,

i-I

yi))

when (x, y) E flki.

Let yi be the solution value and (ai, /,) the solution point of the maximumnorm
problemmax{ Vxiyi[|:(xi, Yi)F i).}
That is,
7i = max(IIVxyill :(xi,,i) E 2i) = |1(i I,ai)||.
Note that (at, /,i) must be a cornerpoint of the set Qi. Furthermore,for everyj and
all k,
- i,
max{| Vi,|hl||ll,hi /II
i 1,..., n,
ll
since the refiningrule ensuresthat 1i< lk, mi < mJ, Li > L,, and Mi > Miki.
Consider the line Yi in fi going through an arbitrarypoint (xi, Yi)E Si in the
direction (ai, ,). Constructthe line in ?3 having domain Yz and slope yi. The
surface of revolutionof this line about the vertical axis passing through the point
(xi, y,xiyi) is a nonconvex cone. Truncatethe cone, top and bottom, at Euclidean
distances of xiyi - e/n and xiyi + e/n away from the xi, yi-plane. This yields the
cone C of Figure3.
The projection of C onto the xi, yi-plane is the set {(ui,vi): II(xi,yi)- (ui,,vi)l
< e/ny,}. Let y = maxyi and 8 = E/ny. Then we can write: given c > 0, for any
(xi, yi),(ui, vi) E- i,

II(xi,y)

-

(ui,vi)II< 8=|lxi

- uivil< E/n

for every i = 1, . . .,n.

c/n

\

C /

(x.,yi,x.y.)
c/n

(ai,3i)

FIGURE 3.

Cone generated by line in R 3 having domain -Zi and slope Yi,.
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If the cone C is moved along the vertical axis until its center rests on the point
(xi, yi, HJ(xi, yi)), then it can be shown that
IHiH(xi, y1) - Hi (ui, ,vi)j <

ix), - u,viI

for all i, j, k, and any (xi, Yi) and (ui, vi) satisfying I|(xi, Yi) - (ui, vi)l < 6. This follows
from the fact that any (piecewise linear) line segment on the surface of Hkij, in any
direction, cannot intersect the boundary of the cone C (see Figure 3). This is
guaranteed by y, being the maximum slope of any line tangent to the graph of xLyi,
and Hikj defining a piecewise affine underestimating function for xiy,. Notationally,
this may be expressed as
max {1|Vhiljll,|IVhi,' II} < Yi< y
for every i and all k, wherej indexes the active nodes at Stage k.
Hence, we can write: given e > 0, for any (x, y), (u, v) EG ,

(x, y) - (u, v)|t < 6

|(xi, yi)

-

(ui,,vi)ll <

= HikIJ(xi, Yi) - Hk(ui , vi)l < E/n
k
k(, y) - ~pk(u, v) < E

X

for all k. This is precisely the definition of equicontinuity on a set, which completes the
proof of convergence.
Computational considerations. The proof of convergence only requires S to be
closed. The convexity of S has been assumed only to ensure that each problem jkji is
a convex program, thus making global solutions computationally feasible. The objective function, however, is nondifferentiable. Although problem Akij can be solved by
nondifferentiable optimization algorithms, an alternative approach would be to solve
the equivalent problem kj:
minimize

f(x) + eTz + g(y)

subject to

hil'(x,

(x, y, z)

i = 1, . . . n,

i) < zi

= 1, . .n,

hff(xj , Yi) < zi,
(x, y) e.S n Q

= (1, 1 .. .,1) is the summationvector.
Suppose (x, yk) is generated by problem kq at stage k. The set Qkq is then
partitioned into four regions, each having a subproblem defined on it. It is clear that
(xk, yk) is feasible to each of these four problems.However,if (xk yk,k zk) denotes a
solution of problem
kq, then this point will not necessarily be feasible to the
k
subproblems.On the other hand, it is easy to show that the point (x yk, ,k), where
I (I is the branchingindex), is feasible to the latter
D' = x1yk and =k =z, ik
problems and may hence be used as a starting point for these subproblems.
A final comment on computational considerations concerns the infinite convergence
property of the algorithm. It is clear that the algorithm can be terminated at a
prespecified E degree of accuracy whenever

whereeT

(xk, yk)

-

4k(xk

yk)

< E.

While a rigorous proof has only been given for finite convergence to e-optimum
solutions, the branch-and-bound structure of the algorithm is flexible enough to
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incorporate acceleration of convergence procedures. Such a procedure has been
designedfor the bilinearcase and will be discussedin the next section. Althoughthis
procedurefound the exact solutions of all sample problems in a finite number of
stages, it is still an open problemwhetheror not accelerationof convergencetechniques exist that guaranteefinite convergencefor specialized cases of the general
problem.
results. The branch-and-boundalgorithmdescribedin the precedComputational
ing sections has been implementedfor jointly constrainedbilinear programsof the
form
minimize
(x, y)

+(x, y)= cTx + x y + dTy

subjectto A x

a,

yx)

o

0 < 1 < x < L,
0< m< y < M
where A and B are n1 X 2n and n2 X 2n matrices, respectively. A FORTRAN IV code

implementingthe algorithmwas developedusing the SEXOP,Version4, package of
Marsten[14] to solve the linearprogrammingsubproblems.
To improvethe convergenceof the algorithmfor nonvertexsolutions,an acceleration of convergenceprocedurewas incorporatedinto the code. For each problem ki
such that vk < Vbk, a first order approximationof 4 about the point (xk, y kj) is
minimizedover the constraintset S n Okj. The solution, say (Xki, kI), of this linear
programis a vertexof S n Okj, whereas(xkj, ykj) is only guaranteedto be on an edge
or a face of the polyhedronS n Qki. This step of the procedurewill be recognizedas
an applicationof the Frank-Wolfemethod[6]. The next step is to minimize< over the
line segment connectingthe points (xki, yki) and (Xjki,yki). The latter problemis a
one-dimensionalquadraticprogramthat admitsa closed form solution.The new point
thus generatedyields a highervalue of 'kjthan does (xkj, ykj) and is hence a better
candidate for future branching. For the sample problems solved, this procedure
located all known nonvertexsolutionsin a finite numberof steps.
Two sample problemsare exhibitedbelow. These problemswere randomlygenerated using pseudorandomnumbersbetween -10 and 10 for the constraintmatrices
and the cost vectors.The upperbounds and right-hand-sidevectorswere generatedas
pseudorandomnumbersbetween0 and 99.
EXAMPLE
1.

Minimize (2, -4,8,4,9)x + xTy + (3, - 1, - 2, - 4,5)y
(x,y)
subjectto

Bx < bl,

By< b2,

0 < xi < 20,

0 < yi < 20

where
bl=

(1,3,5,4,0)T,

b2= (0,7,3,6,2)T.

-8
-6
6
-1
4

7
9

Bl=

0 -6
2 -3
0 -7
1 -8
-7
4

-8
-7
5

-7
-3
2
-5
1
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and
5
4
1
2

0

7
6

B2=
-3

-4
3
-8
7
8

-3

V-2

9
7
8
0
5

-7
5
0.
1
-2v

The algorithm found the minimum -45.38 at the point x* = (4.5667,20,3.2,0,0)
and y*= (0,0,0.19565,0.086957,0), after exploring five nodes, four of which were
deleted before solving the extra problem called for by the acceleration of convergence technique. When the problem was resolved using the objective function
(2,4,8, - 1, -3)x + xTy + (-2, - 1, -2, -4,5)y, the algorithm located the minimum
- 42.963 at the point x* = (0,5.9821,0,4.375,20) and v* = (0.80645,0,0.45161,0, 0)
after solving only one linear program.
EXAMPLE2.

Minimize

+ xy + (-1,

-2, -3, -4,-5)x

(-1,

(x, y)

subject to B y)<

-2, -3, -4, -5)y

b,

XI + X2 + X3 2x4 + X5 + Y + Y2 + 4y3 + y4 + 3y5 <

200,

5

i=1

Xi

2 yi > 2,
i=l
100,

1,

0 < xi < 100,

0 < yi < 100,

where
b = (80,57,92,55,76,14,47,51,36,92)T
and
1

7
3
0

-3
1
- 1
-5
4
0
-5
-4
-2

5
8
1
2

-2
8
- 1
7
-1
-7
6

5
7
3
0
0

-8
6
4
0
0
0

0

-9
8
9
3
-7

-4
0
7
-9
8

-3
-9

-6
-7
9
5
0

0
9
1

0
-3
4

-5

-7

-8

9
- 1
2
-6

-3

0
2
6
8

6
0
5

-9
8

-6
-8
1
5

5
8
-7
- 1
-2
-2
-5
-5
-5
2

-7
-7
-8
-5
9
-9
-5
2
0
-7

Several problems were solved using the same B matrix and b vector. After each
solution, the cost vector and feasible region bounding constraints were arbitrarily
adjusted in an attempt to produce a more challenging problem. The problem exhibited
above was the result of this experiment. The algorithm found the minimum - 794.86 at
the point x* = (100, 0, 0, 80.94, 0) and y* = (0, 0,17.828,0,63.523). For this problem,
the extra linear program was solved at seven of the thirteen nodes explored.
Extensions. With a little extra work the algorithm described in this paper can be
used to solve programs having a general bilinear form in the objective function;
namely,
minimize
(x. y)

subject to

4f(x, y) = f(x) + x rAy + g(y)
(x, y) E S hn
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whereA is a generalp x q matrix,and all functionsand sets are as definedearlier.The
extra work involved takes the form of exploitingany structurethat A may have and
then makinga coordinatechangethat transformsthe bilineartermx TAyinto an inner
product term in the new coordinate variables. These coordinate transformations
correspondto the introductionof new bases for the range space and domain space of
A. Care must be taken to compute upper and lower bounds on the new variables,
preferablyas tight as possible. We will illustratethe approach by describinghow
certainA matricescould be handled.
When A is nonsingularand is also isotone (or antitone),makingthe transformation
z = Ay immediatelyleads to a canonicalform acceptedby the algorithm.If A is only
nonsingular,a hyperrectangleboundingthe z-vectorcan be computedwith little extra
work.The most generalproblemariseswhenA is nonsquarewith rankp. For this case
we appeal to matrix factorizationtechniques that have been extensively used in
large-scalelinearprogrammingprocedures.In particular,the A = QRZ decomposition
and the singular-valuedecompositionlead to a suitable transformedproblem. The
theoryand numericaltechniquesinvolvedare discussedin Stewart[19]and Noble [16].
These matrixdecompositionproceduresyield an innerproductin the new coordinates
with only p nonzeroterms.Thus the addedworkin decomposingA is exploitedby the
algorithm,which now has only p convex envelopesand branchingindices to account
for-a considerablesavingswhen p is small.
Another extension of the algorithmis to permitf and g to be separableconcave
functions.That is, the objectivefunctioncan be expressedas
n

+(x, y) =

i=

n

fi(xi) + x Ty + ~ gi(Yi)
1

i=l

where all f. and gi are concave. Convex envelopes of fi and gi over the bounded
variablesare easily computed.Moreover,the convex enevelopeof <4over Q, not just a
convex underestimatingfunction as we had before,is now availableas a resultof the
following.
THEOREM4.

Let f and gi be concave; then
n

Vexuo(x, y)=

{(Vex[i,L]fi (xi) + Vexxyi

+ Vex[m,nM]1gi(yi)).

The proof of this theoremis a direct extensionof the argumentsused in Theorem2.
As defined above, the function 4 is biconcave. With minor adjustmentsto the
branchingrule and convergenceproof, our approachcan be appliedto the problemof
minimizinga biconcavefunctionover S n 2, the solutionof which is known to lie on
the boundaryof the feasibleset. Moreover,the matrixfactorizationprocedurescan be
invoked to handle biconcaveobjectivefunctionshaving a generalbilinearterm.
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